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President’s Message & Activity Report
Dear Ekal Sponsors, Supporters, and Friends
On behalf of the EVF Australia Volunteers Team it is my absolute honour and privilege to
present to you the Annual Report for 2020-2021 of Ekal Vidyalaya Foundation of Australia
(EVFA). Although most of this year has seen restricted movements due to Covid-19; we
have been very fortunate to continue our work via the virtual world. Ekal volunteers and
schools have done remarkable work in villages by making masks and running awareness
campaigns among villagers for Covid safe practices during strict lockdown in India.
EVF Australia volunteers at their personal levels liaised and supported various local and
Indian organisations in raising funds for medical care and supplies, awareness, and
organisation of oxygen cylinders for the patients. Ekal has been able to function as usual
due to generosity of our donors and sponsors and commitment of our volunteers. We will
continue to work on the following goals during 2022.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Raise awareness about Ekal among wider audiences in Australia
Expand Ekal beyond Sydney, Adelaide and Perth
Promote corporate sponsorships
Run volunteer drive
Strengthen our social media presence
Prepare local policies in accordance with ACNC requirements

I take this opportunity to acknowledge the great contribution of Jay Shah in the
preparatory work of the policies and presenting them during the AGM and his work as the
Public Officer. I cannot thank enough our treasurer Savita Gupta who has been doing this
job selflessly for many years. I also acknowledge the distinguished participation of our
Adelaide and Perth teams and hope that we will be able to spread Ekal in other
metropolitan cities and mainstream Australian communities in future. We updated Ekal
flyer and brochure this year and intend to formalise a promotion package which can be
used when introducing Ekal to individual or corporate sponsors, new business, or
organisations. I render special thanks to our existing corporate sponsors and hope to
reach out to more in the forthcoming years.
I take great pride in mentioning that after a very successful Oceania 2020 concert in
September 2020, when EVFA had the greatest exposure globally, and raised enormous
funds, we have continued that legacy in 2021 with the help of Ekal global family.
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Ekal volunteers enjoying the Oceania Concert 2020
On 27th June 2021 EVFA participated in a virtual bhajan Sandhya titled “Ekal Pranaam’,
a fundraiser for schools and COVID-19 relief. Singers Manjor Mishra and Jaya Piyush
were joined by young Hardik and Srusti who presented melodious bhajans in the
company of live musicians. The program not only entertained the audience that was
homebound during the lockdown, but also raised funds to educate more children and
assist with covid relief efforts.
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On 3rd October 2021 EVFA was again very fortunate to join hands with Ekal US and
Canada teams and participated in a very successful free virtual concert, ‘Ekal Ki Shaam’
featuring 1st Indian Idol winner Abhijeet Sawant, Indian Idol finalist Sagar Sawarkar, and
Krisha Pandit along with emcee RJ Gaurav and live orchestra. The trio presented very
popular and melodious songs from Bollywood and spell bounded audiences across the
world for 3 hours. Overall, the program was extremely successful and globally raised
more than one million US dollars to continue supporting Ekal Abhiyan projects.
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I would like to acknowledge great initiative of Ekal US and Canada and Net-Link India
for their support. The program gave a wonderful opportunity to our team to showcase
their dedication and joy of volunteering through radio talks and promoting Ekal on social
media platforms. I would take this opportunity to congratulate all Ekal volunteers whose
combined efforts made this possible, especially Deven Gupta, Sudesh Gupta, Arun,
Shalini Singh and Vihaan and Aana from Ekal Youth Team. We are very grateful to the
media personnel from SBS Hindi, Radio Darpan, Monica Geetmala, Radio Manpasand,
and Indian Link Radio for the event promotion and expect their continued support in the
future.
Ekal South Australia
I am very pleased to present a report from our Ekal South Australia team, who for the
first time organised a very successful event and demonstrated their dedication and
commitment to the organisation. Vijayta Srivastava, Chirag Trivedi and Ashish Garg
along with other volunteers worked very hard to make this happen.

Professor Nicola Spurrier, South Australia’s Chief Public Health Officer with Ekal South
Australia volunteers.
Ekal Vidyalaya (EVF Australia) Adelaide Chapter conducted its first fundraising event
on 19 June 2021. EVF was chosen as the charity partner for the South Australia Indian
Medical Association's (SAIMA) Gala Dinner 2021. With over 450 doctors
and their families, the annual event was a success in every way. EVF raised funds by
holding a raffle event and an auction which saw some healthy bidding competition
between the fantastic attendees. The attendees opened their hearts to Ekal’s cause and
donated with gusto.
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Ekal South Australia Volunteers

The highlight of the event was the keynote speaker – Professor Nicola Spurrier, South
Australia’s Chief Public Health Officer who has accountability for public health and
communicable disease issues. Prof. Spurrier is a dual qualified Medical Specialist,
Public Health Physician and Paediatrician, with 29 years' experience who has played a
key role in managing the pandemic in South Australia.
Prof. Spurrier greatly appreciated the work done by Ekal in providing a holistic
education to children living in rural regions of India. She was impressed to hear about
the support provided by Ekal during the pandemic including a 24/7 medical helpline and
Corona Isolation Centres. EVF also shared a video during the event showcasing the
aspects of the multi-pronged education program delivered by Ekal - functional, healthbased, developmental, empowering, value-based and digital education.
Ekal Western Australia
As mentioned before EVFA was very fortunate to have a great support in Western
Australia as well first time this year.
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Ekal Western Australia volunteers
On Saturday, 24th July 2021 in Perth, Australia, a fundraising Garba event “Madi Tara
Mandiriyama was organised by the Sur Sargam team in support of Ekal Vidyalaya.
More than 500 people, including children participated and enjoyed the garba, and
received a very good response from local businesses who sponsored and supported the
event. Yatin Panchal, Naitik Mehta, Rupal Maheta and the team of Sur Sargam was
highly instrumental in putting a greatly successful program. Sur Sargam team played
energetic Garba music. Naitik Mehta ji gave inaugural speech and Hardik Patel ji gave a
presentation on Ekal. Keval ji and the team looked after the kitchen and helped prepare
and distribute delicious food. The program not only raised great awareness in Perth
region but also raised funds that helped us to sponsor more schools.
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Currently EVF Australia is sponsoring 740 schools. I take the opportunity to sincerely
thank all Ekal Volunteers, Ekal Sponsors and supporters for your ongoing support and
good will. With your enthusiasm, hard work and commitment we can continue our Ekal
journey of not only eradicating illiteracy from the rural and tribal India but also empowering
the women and girls of these regions. We look forward to your continued support in the
future.
Once again thank you, and kind regards

Shobha Yadav
President, EVF Australia
6 October 2021
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